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APPAN SALES MEETING BEGINS TODAY
PROCLAMA,TION

' Welcome to the Tappan Visitors

rimEs

Need Seep For A
Personal Care Home
In Calloway County

Countians Get
$391,837 In
Year 1961-62

BULLETIN 85 Sales Representatives In

CHICAGO ,ass. — The nation's
railroads ;announced today they
WHEREAS, The City of Murray is honored to have a
are withdrawing compliance with
Social Service Advisory Coma ,presidential commission's "annation-wide organization which sells the products of the
timeitherbedding" recommendaMurray Manufacturing 6,111p:111y and its affiliated plants. to mittee in their Thursday. August
tions ,and Will put stricter work
2, meeting noted the fact that
meet in our...City and
slates changes into effect 'Aug.
Calloway County is one of the
16.
WHEREAS, The Murray Nlarinfaeturing Company, our few counties in western KenFRANKFORT, Calloway Count.
largest industry', contribute.: immeasurably in making Nhirray tucky that does not have an approved_ Personal Care Home for ians received a total of $391837
a better place to live: and
in public assistance during the
the 'care of elderly citizens.
WHEREAS, the success if your sales efforts means much
Social Service Advisory Com- 196--M fiscal year from the Kenmittee is a committee sat citizens, tucks' Department of Economic
tea—tittsseetrittmtie—grnwt-11,
7-i-rf—M-tteraty, awd the starroundir
appointed by the Governor of Security, Commissioner Mule V.
areas;
Kentucky to advise with the re- Powell has announced.
NOW, THRREFORE. We extend to you a very hearty gular workers in the Department
Payment for the county's deWelcome. and Shall endeavor to show our svpreciation by ;as- of Economic Security that deals pendent children, needy aged,
Season tickets to Sitiffly State
with problems of old persons, blind and disabled during the
sisting in everyway to make this meetiv Successful.
College's home football and baskneedy children. needy blind, and previous (196(1-61) fiscal year toetball games are now on sale at
.
This, the, 6th day of. August. 1962.
totally and permanently disabled talled $405,309.
the Murray State Business Office.
The needy aged received a total
.
people.
ELLIS. _Mayen.
Fise of the Racer football games
of
$314245
in
1961-62.
the
needy
discussion
brought
out
the
A
•
City— of Murray, Kentucky
' and 14 basketball games will be
fact that practically all of the blind received $3624, families replayed at home this year. The
surrounding counties have approv- ceiving aid to dependent children
home footbalt*foes will be East
ed Personal Care Homes. The were paid a total of $15644, and
_
Tennessee, Morehead, Tennessee
Committee discussed the fact that the totally and permanently disSTILL manly. — At the age Tech, Arkansas State, and Westwith the construction of' the new abled received $38324.
of 102, Judge A. R. Alexander ern. Home basketball games will
Statewide payments for the fishospital, plans of the Hospital
who has filed for re-election as -be with New Mexico, McKendree,
cal
year
reached
an
all-time
high
for
a
call
nursing
home
Board
er
men who are willing to take Ogelthorpe, Arkansas State, Kanof
$639
million.
This
represents
the
old
building,
to be staffed in
up
the challenge. Unopposed in sas State College, San Francisco
an
increase
of
$2.3
million
over
but it was the opinion of the
bcth
the primary in August and State, Tennessee Tech, Eastern,
1960-61
the
fiscal year.
Committee that a Personal Care
the general elections in Novem- Morehead, East Tennessee, MemHome would also be used by
ber, he will be 107 at the end phis State, Middle Tennessee,
enough people to make it a profitof another term in ,offive.
and Chattanooga, .
able enterprise. .
A combination ticket for both
The Committee, after discussion,
.
—
football (reserve seat) and basket$y VERNON SCOTT
She was pronounced dead at recommended that this article be
ball (chairseat) costs VO. A com, UPI Holywd.
Correspondent
350 a. m. By Dr. Hyman Engle- delivered to the newspapers of
The Murray-Calloway
County
bination with bleacher seats costs
the county and other news media Public Library wiH present for
-•1.1DLLYWOOD ,UPIi
ssui- berg.
$17. A ticket for football only
cide•skearn" of specialists will
Los Angeles County Coroner and that a copy of this recom- their weekly movie program. Tuescosts $5. A ticket for basketball
probe the . last days of tempestu- Theodore Curphey said an autop- mendation be sent to Murray day night at 7:30. three short coonly (chair seat) is $15 and (bleaous Marilyti,,,Monroe to determine sy disclosed Miss Monroe died Chamber of Commerce for ap- lor films known and loved by
then $11 50.
rf the 36-yeatsald star took her from an treerdose of drugs, but propriate action.
children of all ages. "King Midas
Persons who want to order
Calloway County had the Mur• and the golden touch", -Little.
own life with
overdose of he refused to comment whether
4ickets by mail should address
Rest
Home.
located
at
the
ray
drugs, the coroner's, uffice an- death was suicide or accidental.
Red lien". and "Scruffy. the Krttheir. orders to: Season Tickets,
corner - of South 5th and Elm ten "
nOuneed today.
Murray State „College, Murray,
closed
recently.
Street, which was
The body of the t The children of Murray and. 44.
Kentucky„ Cheeks and money ordStatistics indicate that there is Calloway ("County are cordially in-- Lon Dunn. age 70. passed away ers 'should
blonde will be held at c
lie Made to Murray
a need for such a home in Callo- sited to attend.
morgue while the consultants at
at 4:30 yesterday when he suf- State College
way County, the committee said
sly the case "to be certain scienfered z heart attack. Death came
w tific facts are discovered!"
at his home. 713 Sycamore.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
The steer' haK sister, M rs.
Survivors are his wife Mrs. BesBernice Miracle of Gainesville,
sie Dunn; two daughters Mrs. SydBy United Press International
Fla.. notified local authorities she
ney- Weeks, of Peoria, Illinois and
LOULSVILLE. Ky ,Urt -- The ,
planned to come to Hollywood to
extended forecasts for the five-day ' CHARIPSTON AM, S. C. — Mrs. T. J. Garner of Concord;
help with funeral arrangements.
period, Tuesday through Satur- Airman Second Class Billy D. Har- three sisters. Mrs. Iva Thompson
The Riverboat Reading Club at
She said she would arrive "as
day, by the U S. Weather Bureau: rell of (arvert lay, K)., has ar- of Detroit. Mrs. Bond Lax of Ha- ! the Public Library will
soon as possible" but asked that
end this
Temperatures for the period will rived here 'for assignment to a zel and Mrs. Daily Waters
week. Rooklists Should be turned
Joe DiMaggio, Miss Monroe's forMilitary
Air
Transport
Murray;
.three
brothers
Hut
Service
five
degrees
average three to
into the librarian
mer husband, begin making arWednesday
ve the Kentucky normal of 77 unit following a tour of duty in Dunn and Hub Dunn of MutØay August 8. Final Totals
_
rangements.
will be
Japan.
and
Carl
Dunn
of
Idaho.
He.
also
ees. Louisville normal exmade
in
time
for
the party to be
No suicide note was found and
11
- Airman Harrell, a jet engine has three grandchildren ,16 stir'
and 86 degrees.
trerrirs
613
'
held
August
10 from 3 to 5 p.m.
there was nothing to indicate the
Continued warm with only mi- mechanic; is a graduate of Cal- vwe him.
death was due to suicide, police
The funeral will be iyeld at the at the city park. Recognition will
dayto-day changes. Rainfall vert City High School. lie and
nor
be
given children who have read
said.
will average one-haV to three" his wife, the former Sara M. Hazel ('hurch of Christ at 2:00 24 or more books and
The figure on which she rose
members of
inch i scattered afternoon Caldwell of Murray. Ky , have p. m. Tuesday with Bro. Bruce the winning
fourths
team. All of those
to stardom was found stretched
two children. Billy Jr. and James. Freeman and Bros, Ilerbert Lax
and evening thundershowers.
across the bed of her mudest
officiating. Burial will be in the children particpating sire invited.
'Children who have read 24 or
lirentwmal home, her lifeless hand
U. S. CARRIER SCRAPPED
Hazel cemetery:
grasping a telephone.
HONG KONG LIPt — The forPallbearers,Will be J. C. Dunn, more books at this time are:
Her body was discovered by
Marilyn Monroe
mer U. S. Navy esrort carrier 1 I:. Culpepper, R. M. Vance, Dayid Dowdy, Johnnie Garland,
her psychiatrist, Dr. Ralph GreenPuget Sound has been sold to a Sam
IS Jimmie Bell and Palm- Sheri Graham, Debbie Lee,'Laura
in a recent movie welt
son, who used a fireplace poker
pper The American Le- Moss, Nona Hazed' Jan' Clark,
Hong Kong breaker for scrap. the er Cu
The
Hazel
Baptist
Church
reRonnie Garland. John James,' Col•to smith through the bedroom
The shocking suddenness of her vival is now in progress vlith Chiap Hua Company announced gion was named as honorary pall- leen Miss, Swan Kay Nanny,
window shortly after 3 a. m. Sunbearers.
death ended Marilyn's 10-year Rev. Henry F. Paschall, pastor today.
day.
The 20,000-ton veael will be /The Miller Funeral Home is in Mary Ann Thurman, Amy Wilson,
Joyce Ann Woodent• Kip. Masson,
An empty bottle which had con- reign as liolls-wood's sex goddess from Nashville, as the evangelist. towed here Friday.
Aflame.
and wrote finish to an unparalRev. Paschall is formerly from
Johnnie *Wilson. Othgr Children
tained as many as 50 Nembutal
will qualify this week.
capsules was (mind in the room• leled story of her rise (torn ggub- Hazel.
by waif to the movie heights.
Rev, M. M. Hampton said today
The story hour will be held for
where the actress' body lay on
Friends oViews Split
that the public is invited to atthe last time in this series Wedw
the bed, unclothed but covered
Friends took two
ihTI of view, tend the revival services Whic
nesday, July 8, 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
by a champagne colored blanket.
Some said the wiggling, whisper- are being held twice daily at 10:30
Miss
Kathleen Pant-ram and
ing star was despondent over her and at 7.30 p. m.
Murl Robertson will read to childslipping' career and had lost conren in grades 1,2,3, and Mrs. Paul
trol of herself. Others said she
Sturm will read the stories to
was cheerful and hopeful of the
grades 4 and over. All children in
future.
the e,,mmunity are invited to atSaid Dean Martin, who was to
tend.
have. co-starred with her earlier
The recent effort by the Sevthis Year:
small and Poplar Church of Christ. ,./
Lw• "I'm sure it' was an acsident. to conduct a vacation Bible School
QII(J3ERTSV ILI
Ky.. (UPI —
She was at my home a few days at night for the entire family F ea Thomas Salye—fi, 'of Calvert_
Sunday High
-- 92 ago and she was hairy. She was was highly
successful according to
ity, Ky.. today became the first
Sunday Low
74 in excellent spirits and we were Paul
Matthew's, minister.
man to drive a vehicle off KenBrigham Futrell of Murray route'
7.15 Today ........
...... •
80 making plans to resume the picThe attendance increased • 'ly tucky Dam-:aid. he emerged from
The
lady
golfers of the Callo- three was returned Co his home
ture. She was a warm, wonders, with 417 present the last Aught. the spectacular accident without way Country Club will have their today after a stay of several days
ful person who never hurt any-' There were three baptismi/duriMI a scratch.
4 Western
weekly ladies day on Wednesday. in thisMethodist Hospital in MemKentucky and west- one hut. herself"
the school followed be another
Salyers was crossing the huge Gofers will be paired up on the phis. fie was returned to his home
ern coal fields — Partly cloudy,
The picture was "g'ornething's one on Sunday.
TVA darn frh121,..east to west and tee at 9:00 o'clock.
by J. H. Churchill ambulance.,
continued warm and rather humid Got To Give," from which M i as
had passed the concrete -portions The first 18 holes of the ladies - His condition is reported to be
with a few widely scattered thun- Monroe was fired last June for
of the' dam during a light drizzle. medal play tournament will be improved and his many friends
dershowers today tonight and chronic trunacy.
He lost control, of the loaded played this Wednesday.
will be glad to learn he is able
Tuesdity:•High today and Tuesday
It was believed this action by
dump truck he was driving, and
The regular ladies day golf will to return home.
in the Mid 9s, Low tonight 72- 20th Century -- Fox Studios deit broke through a guard rail, be held for those who do not
75.
pressed the actress, leading .to
Mr... -and Mrs. Claude White, plunged down a. steep embankment wish to enter the tournament.
ADLAI VISITS SPAIN
Temperatures at 6
*gni-seclusion - sand insomnia' for Jr. al Murray left this past.week 50 feet or more high, then plowed .
SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain MEI —
Lopisville 80
which she ordered the fatal sleep- to make their home in Los Lu- 2O0 yards through brush and-shun
MEETS TUESDAY
. S. Ambassador Adis( StevenLexington 74
.
ing pills.
has, New Mexico where Mrs. trees before coming to a halt.
The Woman's Society of Christ- son arrived. bete Sunday for a
-' SCovington 76
The actress' .mother. Wady* White will teach home economics
Had the truck gone off the op- ian Service of the First Metho- short visit as the guest of the
Paducah 76
Baker Eley. is an inmate of a in the city school system.
posite side of the roadway. it. dist Church will meet Tuesday, U. S. Ambassador
-HobBowling Green 74
sanitarium which she entered
Mrs. White will attend a condropped straight down August 6th in the metal hall at ert F. Woodward.
London 68
many years ago toque:Mg a ner- ference for home economists the into deep water.
10:90 a. nt The program is enStevenson. chief U. S. delegate
Hopkinsville 71
vous collapse.
week of August 13th in Los
It en! the first such accident titled "Spanish Speaking People". to the United— Nefithr is on a
Huntington, W. Vs . 66
Marilyn .Monroe Was alone In Cruces, New .44exico. She is the at Kentucky Dam since its com- •The executive board will
meet European vasatiQ(1. He flew to
Evansville. Ind., 81
Continued on Page Six
former -Faye Ragsdale.
pletion in the early 1940s.
a! 9:00 a. m.
Madrid Sursdasl- from Rome.
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Reading Club Will
!End Race Down River
During This Week
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Lon Dunn Is
Heart Attack
Victim Today

Billy D. Harrell
Is Back In States
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Bible School Is
Highly Successful

But Is Uninjured
Ladies Day Will Be
Held On Wednesday

Brigham Futrell Is
Returned To Home

Local Couple Leaves,
New Mexico Home

Murray From Over The Nation
A national sales meeting began kitchen planning and how the
this morning at the Murray Man- yarious Tappan products can be
ufacturing Company with Tappan fit into any kitchen.
•
sales repre:;entatives from most
Tom Webster, Product Massager
of the United State's participat- for Gas Ranges took part in the
ing. Nine of the twelve Tappan 'Bemora t ra t i•in and promotion •as
Divisions are included in this the gas range.
Mr. Ritzeirtlialer concluded the
morning !session this morning with
further remarks.
After the noon hour today the
group met with the local plant
management and went on a tour
of the plant to see the ranges
-made from scratch".
The foundry idea was inspected
and the representatives saw castings being produced in what is
called the most modern foundry
in the gas range field. The large
presses were viewed in operation
and the intricate welding machines' which put together parts
were also seen.
The enameling process and tits
ovens were inspected by the salesmen avid finally the assembly
lines were viewed and the visitors
saw just how the ranges are put
together.
This a herr.,•in's session will
end with each division holding
Robert Wyman
separate meetings where' sales
and marketing problems will be
General Manager Murray
discussed.
Manufacturing Company
Mayor 'Holmes Ellis issued a
meetiug which will be held today proclamation welcoming the visand Tuesday. In February of 1958 itors to Murray and the Murray
f Commerce placed
the company held a national Chamber
prosales'meeting -here in Murray with placards in the business area
sales
the entire nation involved, which claiming a welcome to the
representatives.
lasted for six days.
The salesmen, sales represents- ,
Alrmerfthe same number of re- tires. and District Sales Managers
preaentatives will attend this come to Murray from New York
sales meeting, however the meet- to Kansas City and from an ,area
ing will cover a shorter length of covering nine of the twelve Taptime.
pan sales divisions.
•
The purpose of this meeting is to
discuss. sales and roar teting problems, conduct product demonstrations, meet with management
personnel, and to view the quality control procedures, scheduling,
and actual gas range manufacture
here'at the Murray plant.
Personnel from Mansfield. dirlo
will be M Murray today and tomorrow, to &ssiat in She sales
meeting. A. B. Ritaenthaler. vicepresident -of Sales began the sesThe Murray State College Sumsions this morning at 8:00 o'clock mer Symphony Orchestra, under
convena
about
the
with remarks
the direction of Prot Neale _Ma.
lion and the necessity of pushing son, will present its last concert
the sales of Tappan products.
of the summer on Tuesday evenA demonstration on 'the Tappan ing, August 7, at 700 in the Ballgas range was conducted by the room of the Waterfield Stutnt
Chicago and the Kansas City di- Union Building. The orchestra will
visions of the company.
be assisted by the Sunwner Chorus.
Den Sharpe, General Sales conducted by Prof. Robert K. Haar.
Manager presented • dealer. sales.
This concert will be presented
pia en a ion b the group of 8p- in the form of a "Pops" 'Conproximately 85 sales' represents- cert. with tables for the audience
t beS.
who will be able to purchase light
Electric range demodstrations refreshments from members oi
were given also Seillii-DasSe
Sigma Alpha- ka,—college wornetis
Product ' Manager for 'Electric music fraternity, serving as.itaitRanges, giving the dealer promo- resses.
is.
In keeping with this relaxed. inSales representatives also saw formal atmosphere, the meisic,a1
on
talk
dernonst ratiiin and
program has been chosen to provide pleasant. easy liatening, Mn'
Haar has chosen for his chorus the
charming .--Iriebeslieder" Waltzes
Brahms. which will be presented in two parts. Accompanists
for the chorus will be pianists
Joyce Ann Bailey and Roberta
Boyd. The Orchestra will perform
works by Schubert. Tslchaikovsky,
Await Copland, Liadov, and
din.
Featured with the orchestra will
be two students as soloists. Mr.
Al Koehn. tenor, will sing a familiar Haendel aria. and Mr. Jack
Gardner, French horn, will be
heard in the delightful first movement of Mozart's second Concerto
for horn and orchestra.
The popularity of the "Pops"
concert given earlier In the suns
mer by the Orchestra fiak led to
this second concert in the taros
form. It is hoped that even more
people from city and campus will
Dick Tappan
avail themselves of the opportunity to hear good music in a pleasThe Tappan Company
ant, relaxed atmosphere. There
Mansfirld. Ohio
is no admission charge.

Last Concert
Of Year Is
Set Tuesday
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Zora Folley is
DENVER .11T11
anxious to resume fighting heavyweights after his narrow - victory
over light - heavyweight Doug
Jones Wednesday night,And the
Arizona heavyweight is boOking
toward Sweden's Ingemar Jetta.neson.
Folley's manager, Bill Swift, revealed that negotiations were well
anck•rway for a Folley-Junansson
bout in either Sweden or Austria
next SepteMber.
The 3I-year old Folley, sporting
a 16-pound -w eight advantage,
found Jones, the second ranking
letht-heavyweight contender, almost bap much to handle. But
who ranks as the th:rd
ctintencler for the heirvyweight
crown, piled up enough points
early and finistied strong ill the
10th round to score a unanimous
decision.
Referee Ray Keech and Judge
Jack Capelli each scored it 47-45
for Folley, and Judge Bob Sauer
had it, 47-46, for Folley. UPI
scored it 48-45 for Polley.

JAM= C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
sr Public Voice item& which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest at oar readers.
••.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1509
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.: Time & Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.:
Seephenson Bldg , Detroit. Mich.
Entered at the Post °Race, Murray, Kentucky, far transmisaion as
Second Class Metter.
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Carrier In Murray. per tveek 20g, per
month 1.5e. In Callaway and adjoining counties, IOW Year, $3.50;_111119where. 0-50.

FOLDING UP THEIR TENSE-Rival Algerian leaders exchange
views in Algiers to get the two political factions together.
At left is vice Premier Belkacern Krim, representing. Preinter Ben Yousset Ben Khedda, and beside him is Vice Premier Mohammed Boudiaf, a colleague. At right Is Mohammed Khider, for dissident Vice Premier Ahmed Ben Bella,

'The Outstanding Citric Amid of a Community is the
Integrity a! al NewspaperMONDAY
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WELCOME VISITORS

business.
The two, friends from World
War II days and both collectors,
were, as Mrs. Walker put it,
wishes to extend a cordial wel"piqued" that the English thought
come to the sales represenNives of the Tappan Com-pany.
all Americans newly-rich and not
Some of you may have -visited in our c..mmunity in February
appreciate of the arts.
Jucikyn has put it another way
of 1958 when the first general sales meeting of the Tappan
hope to correct the popular
Company was held here. -We welc..me you hack.
image. of America as a country
Fur those of you nho are visiting Murray for the first
with little cultural background.-a.
, The site of the museum is .55
time ne extend a happy nelcsitu and the hope that during
- ST GAT -PRIILEY
acres of rolling countryside inyour short stay in Murray you will see enough of our town
UPI Weenein's Editor
cluding the manor house of some
to make you want to return.
NEW YORK ,UPI, -Mrs. John 33 rooms and galleries built
in
Murray, Kentucky, ha. _some of the finest people on F. Kennedy has spurred new 1820 'for one of England's
interest at home in Americana gen,try. The ar-chit t,
Sir . 1.21Z
earth living here, and an aura of progress hangs over our
with her program of refurbishing Wvatville,' worked for
George IV1
--city. For your information Murray is -only -fifteen -the • White. House .in authentic
and helped--reetoreperiod.
various
from
furnishings
minutes from one of the largest man made lakes
. in the world.
tie. which is one of the homes of'
of U.S. history.
the British royal family.
Kentucky Lake. Building 11•A.1 is another huge lake Which
Abroad, a similar interest in
Expect Triple Attendance
will parallel Kentucky Lake *mid he only ten miles from n. Americana gets a giant assist
Mrs. Walker said the museum
started
museum
unique
a
from
This is Barkley Lake on the-Cumberland River.
opened last July 15 for three
by two men who believe the cul- Months
and that 20,000 persons
Here in Murray '.'.e make Tappan gas ranges, Winslow
overseas
of the Unittural image
visited it. This year, it will tie
filter elements. Rine Ridge nork and 1tiorts clothes, concrete ed States could improve. .
open for six months and the
The two are founders at the
blocks, cotton and nylon _socking for filter elements. Oil and
number of visitors is expected to
American museum in Britain,
triple.
water tanks
-aood prOduas. Vee have all outstanding
which has just opened its latest
"There is a tremendous interdairy which pumps over two million dollars annually in pur- addition-a detailed replica of the
est in Americana all over Euchasis and nage. to farmers' and others Of the county. We (lower. gardens at George Wash- rope," she said.
ington's Mount Vernon home. The
grow dark fired tohacco and
the largest dark fired toThe museum rooms range
gardens are the gift of the Colthrough furnishings and other anbacco market in the -tate.
onial Dames of America.
tiquity of the first three' centuries
The museum i- located at C:aWe gron pop C.
field corn, and many .ether crop..
viartoh manor, Bath, Eitiland,,
1„7 of the United States. Included is
11e have two outstanding local hanks, one ..f which ranks
"
candlestand which 'belonged to
miles west of London. Sir Winperegrine White, .the first -Amorhigh in the nation in asset..
•
.ton Churchill is supp.
ta have
We are building a 11.600.1.100 hospital,' just completed a made his first political speech at lean child, born on the Mayflower's vcyage to Plymouth Rock.
$120.000 airport, and just completed a new elementary Claverton 65 years ago.
Many of the furnishings are
When xr heard of the garden
from collections gathered by Pratt
school %% hid] gives. us four. We lilale a college. Murray State presentation,
we hurried ourselt es
College. it hich had an increase in enrollment last fall of_ 21 off to the headquarters of the and Judityn: many are from other
collectors such as the Ballanttrie
per cent. Nen ly completed are a new classroom building; three Friends of the American Museum
familv which gave ,a collection in
in Britain. where we found Mrs
men's dormitories, a stew cafeteria. Two more dorms are almemory of a son killed in World
.
Norman Walker, widowed mother
War II: Henry Francis du Pont.,
ready cleared for construction,
at four grown sons. presiding.
whose own Winterher. Delaware,
The Ode Mrs, Waiket, with a
Murray z thg holue Of ths _Regional _Plittiry. AT-tithing_
-gardens - are- art- -international' at- j
• Wtirsian e llule'and represented here are the Lions. the Civi- baCkgrouia- in -fashion sales and Traetion: and a Mrs. Robertson - magazine. work, is the Fr.encls
GLagow who lives in Bathand
tans. the•K'insiiis and Rotary.
executive 'secretary The Friends
. whose attic produced most of the
We have a good t Tiamber
Cool:lieu-cc and a viide-awake chairman is Mrs. Thomas S. La- museum's
American Indian colJunior Chand.er of Commerce. %Vc have clubs fot everyhody. mont of the Morgan and Lamont lection, gathered by her
kriglisla
banking families.
father who helped pioneer that
including 4-II; I-'FA. Hionemakers. V.sung People's Farm ltuPlaaniag Old West
Northwvt
territory.
-1.m the lookout girl for more
react awl Farm Bureau,
Vt e have a progressive city :ohll ::istration. top flight items sf historical interest to add The museum Curator is a Britto the museum," saki-Mrs. Walk
ish-Ian McCallum an arcniteet '
electric system. a lirlk natural gas system. a lsu
%tater and en. -Our next big project will be
I
who h:is traveled extensively in t
sener system which at the pyesent time is underg.:ing a mil- the aid West and
have to the United States.
And there's
add a wing to the museum to
lion dollar expansion.
one other British touch. - a tea
house at.- '
room .there
all visitors may 'top
1%e it Suit •.%1 to enjoy our city it hale you are here. We
She said the -taking coals to
for a refresher traditional of '
hope particularly that you it ill go hack to your homes and Newcastle project was the brain
England.
SELL T PP N.
iNt•I•LS„ The more Tappan ranges thud 4 Dr. Dallas Pratt. pisychlatrist on the staff of sir Luke's
"Of course." said Mrs. Walker.
you refl, the itioidiacal folks ne can hire.'and the tutor foIk•
Hospital. New York. and John -the cakes and cookies served
we can hire, the moreyhings ne can do here in our city-. The Judkyn, Englash - born American with the tea are typically
Amermore things we can eke the better appearance ne can midst- who runs a wholesale antiques lean
the next time you arrive.

Spurs New
Interest In
Americana
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OLIVES ON THE ROCKS-The 440-foot British ship Montrose rests on bottom of the De•
•
River after a ramming by •cement barge. The Montrose, with a crew of 44,
011vea and win, from the Meitt-terraneast. Nobody was Injured.
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PLAIN

DRESSES

_c PC. SUITS
-OR9ea
2i 1"
8
HOUR
LADIES or MENS

we'll banish

2

Own for good
I. the persistent presence
of silverfish

aro i rig

you

down? W•'11 get them out
Or

your house or apart-

ment to STAY

outl

Get Our Free Estimate!

ONE
MARTINIZING

We exterminate pests
of all kinds at low cost

CONTROL
KELLEY'S PEST

On The Square
IPICKUP STATIONS ---;,- WISHY

Phon• PLaza 3-31114

WASHY NO, 2

WISFIY

WA 3HY NO. 1

ONE HOURSERVICE

By any measure ...
\-N

,

There is noihing"just as good as"General Electric
•

•
,ez.
afrarnare
,
PC.,••••••••Ye
*air ar rat atarar
ar prat trignovems l.4111181
!
-

So bell those ranger. And come back to secus.

11.8 cu.ft.

Quotes From The News
es

PURL

DRY
CLEANINC

LONG

--- ronet

•

•

Zora Folley Read,
To Fight Again

1112111.13HED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. lac.
Consolidation of the Idurray Ledger. The Ca:loway Times, and The
Times-Herald, October 30, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1. 1942. .
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Sen. I I ullert
phrey. 1)-M
I
the -leek -tti cip•rdinatrun between - U.S. 'agencies on drug

Straight-Line Design
Refrigerator

tnormation :
"Sian, agencies. including the !apartment .of Ilealth.
itcartirri and
t art7. have lieen improving their obsolete
systems ii ith the' speed and drive sf a tranquilize:41 turtle." '
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-war
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"She it a- i• %%arm, nonderful person %%Ito never hurt anybut herself."

1

.STOCKIIIIIST.— Railiert Finkhine on the reception in
Sweden he and hit:Wife. Sherri, hate received since their arnval_to seek an abortion: •
•
en, doing in
the siates.•but here there is a more favoral•le climate."
•
.‘RI.INGTON,

•
•

— Dennis Ottoion. 16, to patrolman
Anthony Scholten, o.ua it lit lie fati•Ny shot a fainil of five
after binding them:
t?
"1 just
_

ONLY 23 INCHES WI -NEEDS flO
DOOR CLEARANCE AT SIDE! —
defrost convenience
• Porcelain vc.,geteti!e drawer
• Dial

TA-212W

• Full-width freezer
• Chiller tray
• Butter compartment

-

leavt• theta ly_ittg there, tied nil like that'

Ten-Years Ago Today

▪

• •*Mark Nix, rage,82, la-sed away at' the Murray Hospital
Solidity. His _death a a. Ai retaiti..11•• a heart condition I...Bowing a three•neck%
T
kr Crt11111 N•reiall_
cootwert at Murray 11401
Sch•eti tN•4;• a stica-e•s, according to It'. in (nl,son. hand
-NM-tilt
tzlt „and the: .-*Tirg---4-- oant
-gall-- a
cert f..r
:0,1t4•114111114.
b...ts_left Nliirrai this morning for
Moth lave ii lit'.' tlit•
oodcrat.
%% ill -attend the Boy, -uf
camp there this- neck.
riternrreliriret
itty
in
Leagup r:11-r.' ••",
• 11,- o
v itine•Lr• thew
,
.
frc.m.
t`hi.on trti
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diirector.
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SPACE MOTEL-A Goodyear engineer
i.A2TER
l
1,u-re-atm y-111.'11 Int'In!abie spare station C niptierl the A loon.
O., eorripany teen amt unveiled at NASA In Cleveland, It 1.
50 feet in diameter. and %mild be deflated ermind that het
othirtailiiireFf-Arneer1„
to be ro(ket,‘A 1114 01 bit. Ent r Y Is through the huh. Ta
•OtiAtBATIOIFIltneilWlliflwuable fir.
nishines are used inside. The outer tiitsp.would. be rotet•.;
to simulate gravity When kationalita aie snauang
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• STOVE SALES

We are happy to have had you
visit our town .. . we hope
you will come again!

REPRESENTATIVES
Ryan Milk Co.
Ellis Popcorn Co.
Murray Plaza Court
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Bank Of Murray
Tucker Real Estate
Murray Wholesale Co.
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Engagement Announced
•••••,
'SO

By JOYCE SCHULLER
York area said the coats were beI ARAI PH.. Interfatto•al
ing worn outside of school, too,
CHICAGO WS — Blame it on
over slacks, shorts, skirts and Main
television's dashing young medico0
t the beach—over bikinis
"Ben Casey" but white internes'
The fad, started four months
coats promise to be the hottest
ago end Mt its peak in Chicago
new fad sinoe heals hoops and
within a month. It's reported on

WSCS of the First Methodist
Cbuich will meet us the senior
youth room of the church at
seven-thirty p.m. Hostesses are
R. L. Perkins as the program Mrs- Betty Barnes and Mrs. Sue
, Sammons.
leader.
...
•• •
Day Lunehan wUl
The
Ladies
Annie
Armstning Circle of
The
the Fast Baptist Church \VMS be served at the Calloway County
will have a potluck sup
and Country Club at noon. Hostesses
program meeting at the home of „Ise Mesdames A. D. Wallace,
Mrs. George Ligon et 6 p. m. Charlee Caldwell, Charit-s Ryart,
Eiieh member is asked to bring Lacy Oakley, T. C. Collie, Darrell
Saesnaker, Bethel Richardaon.
a covered dish.
Cross Spann, and Joe H. Spann.
•• III
•••
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
Thursday. (August 9
the First Baptat Church WMS, The Naman's Missionary
Sowill meet at the home of Mrs.
ciety of the Flint Baptist ChurCh
Myrtle Wall, 408 North Eighth, will meet at the church at
7
Street, at 7:15 p.m.

Social Calendar

cape.

•

etir
the wane in Chicago now, both in
An interne's coat by any other
the city and suburbs.
name doesn't rate with the school
Suffering Summer Setback
girl "Casey" fans. Several manuAn occasional girl was observed
facturers put them out as -medic"
still clinging to the fashion at subcoats, but stores reported the girls
Towniship High
invariably asked for them as urban Evanston
School, "But you don't see them
"Ben Casey" coats.
New York stores, pacesetters anymore on the studele leaders,
for feminine fashions, report the girls who set the styles around
school girls from 8-18 snapping up here," a teacher said.
Downtown department store exthe starched white hospital coats.
An estimated 30 per cent of the ecutives were more inclined to
girls at Pelham High School in believe the fashion was suffering
a temporary setback because of
sporting theme
suburban Westchester County are the approach of summer, for
A Columbus, Ohio, department which the highenecked shirts ere
store
stocks- five different brands
---'
and six styles of Casey coats, inciudrres one for infants. Prices
Tuesday, August 7
range from $2.50 for infarrt sizes
The Dor thy .Circle of the Fiat '
Groupe 1 and 11 of the Chris- Baptist Church WMS will meet
to $4 for the teen styles.
tiers Women's Fellowship of the at the h,asse af. Mrs, Hugh L.
A Chicago department store
MONEY AN OBJECT—James
First Christian Church will have Oakley at 9:30 a.m
I features the fashion for boys as
M. Gavin (above), retired
in
the
ladies parlor,
a bag lunch
lieutenant general, resigned
well as girls. A - Newark, N.J.,
At 11:30 a.m. Mrs. Mary Bordeaux i The Woodmen Circle Grove 126
I store reports girls buying the
as ambassador to France rewill present the program
portedly -because keeping up
coats 'in increasing numbers even
has postp(.ried its meeting for this
• ••
with the Pierres in the Paris
though boys poke fun at them.
1 date and will meet at the h ene
embassy cost him too much.
No.
Murray
A Best Seller
Assembly
19 Order'cif Mrs: Norville Cole at her home
.‘f the Rainbow for Girls will hold
The Parts post Is one of the
In Denver, where the coats have
on South 8th Street at 6:30 p.m.
most expensive.
as regular meeting at the Masonic ,
•
o aaitah ,Tharsaai\..a_awainga I
been on sale oniy about a month,
Kcal at 7 pa.
a womens' store manager called
• • •
• ••
them "one of our best sellers, with
more than 200 sold as far and
The Grace Wyatt Circle' of the
sales picking up every day."
Woznati's Asesociation of the ColAt Detroit's Central H i gh
lege Presbyterian Chtzen will
MAUVE .SPH THEATRE Miss Jacquelyn O'Neill
School, the trend "hasn't hit the
meet at the church at 9:*30 a.m.
with Mrs. Bill Warass as the busMr. alit! lrs. William Jesse Arvin of litt-tonville, Ken-; contagious stage yet," a teacher
Open
6:30 — ,Start
7:73
t&
annotince the engagement id their •daughter, Miss. said. But a spokesman for neightucky,
WAC CHIEF—New director
• • •
boring
Eastern
High
estimated
45
Jacquelyn ('Neill. to Mr. Georgo•Edward Overbey. Jr.. son
of the Women's Army Corps
ENDING TUESDAY!
per cent of the girls were wearThe Woman's Society of ChraCoL Emily Gornuin
is
The Meld Sunday School Class of Senator and Mrs. GeorgFE.1tverbey of Murray, Kentucky. ing the coats.
tian Servac °title Fiat Metisodast
veteran.
Mimi
a
20-year
(above),
A
met
rvin
is
Church
Baptise
a
psychology
the
major at the University. of Ken- • School authorities have
1 Showing Each Nite
.
' ICliOreti will hold its regular meet- of
nosed
She's the sixth director the
Wednesday. August 1. m the fel- tucky. Mr, bashes is a graduate of Murray State
College. few objections to the fashisin,
ing at the social hall at 10 a.m.
arttein Starts ...
have
had.
WACs
the
the charch for
low4op hall
and attended the i•niversity of Kentucky, College of Law. which has been adapted to dresBACK TO EARTH—Lois Ann
The eitecutive beard will meet at
regular class meeting.
Feature
}'rotten, 2,C wto recently
8:00
ses,
member
of Sigma Chi ami,...khi 1)elta Phi fraternities.
*lle is a
blouses arid even night shirts.
Mrs Conrad C. Janes irate an
• • •
tell - 2,500 feet into Mystic
The coats and must of the other
Academy Award Wirinerl
double-ing
vtedding
A
will
be
soleinnized
at
the
BapCalvary
inspiring devotion using as her
Lake at Marston. Mills.
garments button across the left
tar 14711!
theme. ••Fmth". and Wising her tist Church _in Lexington, Kentucky. on September 22, 1962. breast to the
Mass..'wheti her parachute- Wednesday. August
shoulder. They're
MST
f'e.d to open in hat first
T1., a eat,. an C rcle of the remarks oil toe e.evertth chapter
styled with high mandarin — type
SCRIDIIPLII7
attempt it sky divint. apJames Fain. arid Mrs. R. L. Ward. collars, buttaned et
T-Eara.
.hurrh VrarS. -1- Hebrews. Mrs. MAN'IS M arts led
the side.
parently Is taking a downThe irtnaree chose la wear fsr
arttaer•
will :met in the heme of
Preceding the serang of the
to - earth viewpoint no w.
the evening a toast dress with
Evidence that these are "Ben
W D. Cal. tell. 1506 Cardinal
Here she looks aver sale
matching accesiories. Her corsage, Casey" fashions, not just ordinary
Drive, at 730 p.m. with air,. Selicious potluck lunch the blessdame equipment at Hyanasg:. was,asked by Mrs. Williams
gift ,,f the hostesses, was a tang- .hospital garb, a that girls "realRelsert Wsman as cohostess.
•••
nis. MESA, on her first day
Fourteen meineers were preselute gaunt:ilia. She N•.its present- ly in the know" wear theta open
out of Cape Cod Hospital.
Miss Carolyn Pat Alderdiee. ed with a place setting of her at the neck like their hero.
••••
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the mt.
--; bride-elect of .13:11y• Pat Fain, was chassn pattein of pottery by the
A
high
school
principal
in New
the h.moree lit a dinner - party hostesses.
Ausrning the tables were ar- York City said she could see
held at the Triagle R-"t
nothing
wrong
with
the fashion.
on Thursday.at s:x-thirt_y o'clock rangements of white gladiol, and She called
Telephone PL 3-2821
it "stylish" and not
..
11 WOW.Main IL
pink spider . chrysanthsanums.
.in the evening.
way
out."
Setiooi officials in other
MONIC-OWNED
"YOUR
Covers
LOAN 00."
were
laid
itie
Miss
AldThe hos:teaks for the prenuptial
dries agreed. Stores in the New 11
occasion were Mrs. Dan Fain, Mn. ardice, Mrs. D. E. Fain, Mrs. Carol
M. Rogers, Mrs Tommy Alexander, Mrs. Jimmy Herndon, Miss
N...$1 Terinys in, Miss Maartha
Kmith. Miss Carolyn W,atriack,
Miss Pat'lialard, Miss Mary Beth
'Hutchens, Miss Debbie /tigers,
and the hostesses.
••
larriple Hill Chapter Ns 511
PLANS ITALIAN TRIP
Order of the Eastern Star held its
WASHINGTON
— Mrs. John
regular meeting at the Lodge Hall F. Kennedy and
her 4-year-old
on Thursday at seven-thirty o'- daughter
Carolina leave for an
clock in the evtning.
'Kahan vacation by jet on the
Mrs.. Ruby Grogan, worthy ma- evening
of Aug. 7.
tron. and liollie Alderlice„ s irthy
The first Lady's press secrepier n. presided at toe meeting tary
said they will lease from
with special tem r. toward Bob
New York. arriving in Rome Aug.
Morro, the founder of the Orctm•
8 and hoarding a charter plane
of tos Eastern Star.
at Rome for Naples.
The chapter of siirrew was held
for Ruben Morris of Detroit. Mich., COLTS RECALLED TAUSSIG
HOUSWON an —Outfielder Don
who died on February 17. He was
a member of the Temple Hill Tauesig has been recalled by the
Houston Colts frum their Oklachapter.
homa City farm cluhu of the
Visitors were- Witham and Alyce American Association. Taussig unaa
Moaselt, past riertr:n and pstrnn derwent surgery about six weeks
NAVY'S TOGETHERNESS—Some of the 100 Navy man—two officers, 98 enlisted—sent tm-(
of Arcadia Caapter a67, Caumet ago fur a knee Injury
to2t shelter to t•st but weather endurance. are shown entering the
.
.1
.
suffered in
City, Ili.
spring training with the Colts.
actiter,at Bethesda, Alii .How lor.g
The Navy ail saying.,

•
,.• Mcnday. August 6
The laetie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church WMS wia
meet at the home of airs. Oldie
Caldweil at 7:30 p. in. with airs.

•••

• Ben Casey Coats Seem To Be
All The Rage This Summer

not suited. "Ben Casey" shorty
pajamas are booming, they said.
Few girls admit terbuying "Ben
Casey" pajamas for themselves,
a Chicago buyer said.
"If we're to take the girls' ward
for it, they all think the pajamas
are pretty -silly, but they know
someone else who would Just
adore them." he said.
The "Ben Casey" trend is reported lusst getting a foothold in
many =saner cities and it's riot
evident yet in others, particularly
in the Midwest and New England.
Among the larger cities where it
has been introduced, San Francisco is just about the only place
where it has failed to catch on.

I

MURRAY 1_1.

Fidelis ('lass has
Potluck Lunch At
Fellowship Hall

I.

Firit

ur

I-

Bridal Dinner Held
.4 t The Triangle
For Miss Alderdtce

MURRAY LOAN CO.

6

Temple JIill OES
llonors Founder At
Thursday Meeting

OUR FINAL

•

1

•

CLEARANCE

SLAM E R

DRESSES

•

— - Values to '59.95

$5 - '10 and up

e

Cotton Skirts

•

Values to 10.98

FINAL

$3 - $1 and $5

, CLEARANCE

•

Cotton Blouses

ON

— Values la ,7.98

$2 - $3 and $4

Values From 56.99 TO 114.99

•

FAMOUS NAME

.$19.9 . -.$299
..$499.
$399
Addm$$hoe Store ,
A

Swim Suits
— Values to '29.95

•

Street

•

$6.95 to $12.94

re

SALE STARTS TUESDAY - 8:00 A.M.

--DEMONSTWATINC- NOW TO STOP DEMONSTRATOR—FInntsh
isol'oe lower the boom on a student demonstrating against
the Soelet-backed World Youth Festival Ih Helsinki. More
: .. than 5,0(W)reek-threwIng rendente had to he *sealed with
_three_houra. fliadiophokij.._
—tilax-gaisia-g_itattlig_t.haLlasted'

The Style Shop
All Sales Cash and Final
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nas ea themselves,
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Writers Sharply Rebuked By
'Communist Central Committee
By ROBERT J. KORENGOLD
United Press International
MOSCOW ilIPD — The Communist party Central Committee
today issued a sharp public rebuke to a group of Leningrad
writers and journalists who criticized two government ministries

1*

.
4•

They were accused of having
tried to cut short the lives of
Soviet leaders, particularly highranking military chiefs.

k•

BAN LIFTED—The lifting Of
ban on two-piece rwimsuits
in Spain decided these
Madrid lovelies to go all out,
or virtually so.

I R R AY
-IP* T1.4kAIIRE.

G

for banning certain drugs for
cancer treatment.
So strong was the rebuke that
the committee coupled it with a
new denunciation of the notorious
"doctors plot" of the Stalin era
which touched off a nationwide
anti - Zionist campaign and an
eventual purge of high-le'Vel government and party leaders.
Wester rr observers said the
Central Committee was putting
Soviet citizens on notice that
there would be no bureaucratic
meddling in strictly scientific affairs just because of free-swinging
accusations as was common in
Stalin's day.
An open letter from the Central Committee, published in the
party newspaper Pravda, said the
Stalin-era case had "led to unfounded accusations and discreditation of some prominent scientists and doctors of our country."
Creates Purge Atmosphere
Announcement of the arrest of
the doctors--eventually found to
number 15—was made on Jan. 13
1954, less than two months before
Stalin's death.

4 OBJECT—James
(above), retired
general, resigned
'dor to France re.
eause keeping up
ierres in the Paris
et him too much.
post is one of tit*
, expensive.

30 — iStart
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The arrests triggered a nationwide campaign of vigilance against
foreign espionage agents and
Zionists and created a purge atmosphere in the Soviet Union
reminiscent of the late 1930's.
On April 4, 1954, only one

Hazel Rt.2
News

Britain Will Change
Thor Missile Bases

Read The Ledger's Classifieds
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month -after the demise of Stalin, trative measures in science cannot
,and Mrs. A. W. Simancmis arid the
the U.SS.R. Ministry of Internal bring any success and it is known
Linviles one aftee noon last week.
Affairs—then headed by notorious such attempts in the recent past
Chester Simmons of Memphis,
secret police chief Lavrenti Beria have led to unfounded accusations
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Simmons,
—publicly admitted the doctors and discreditation of some promiMrs. Marvin Smythe and children
had been falsely arrested.
nent scientists and doctors of our
of Paris also were recent callers
The Central Committee's resur- country (the doctors ctsea"
of the Simmons and Don Smythe,
rection of the ease came in an
The Leningrad writers had dea greatgrandson, is spending this
No e_ireaus illness to report but week there.
open letter replying to a letter manded the Central Committee
from a group of prominent Len- 'order cancellation of the ministry dry, cool weathere these last two
Mr. and Mrs. James Hutson and
days is sapping the crops. We baby are at home. Cungratulaingrad writers a n d journalists and academy rulings.
who complained about a decision
The Central Committee's re- bad a dice shower and the wind tiens to them.
of the USSR. Academy of Med- fusal to do so was made all the from the north soon made us-dry
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Farthing are
ical Sciences and the US.S.R. stiffer by the simple parenthetical again. Early gardens are gone in Georgia for three dare Little
_Ministry of Health, ruling out use insertion of the wors "the doctor's and beetles and the weather are Miss Deana stayed with her
of certain drugs for treatment of case."
ruining the late ones. Most of grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lasthe women -have a kit of the early sate Hill.
cancer.
Fear Painful Death
vegetables frozen or canned.
Mrs. .1. T. Taylor, Mrs. Alvie
The Leningrad letter claimed at
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Carroll Oliver, Mrs. Caltrie Myers, and
least 36 patients in the Lenin
and children of Paducah visited Mvs.i.amiler Hill spent Tuesday
Clinic in Leningrad were now
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten Fri- with
- -Mrs. gertna McCuiston of
being treated with the newly-forday to Sunday. Diana is spend- New Concord. Mr. and Mrs. Rexbidden preparations and said the
ing this week with the Alit:wit- ford Cannon were afternoon calLONDON (UPI( — Britain ancessation of their use "will lea
-tens. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Allbrit- lers.
to the rapid and painful death of nounced today it will replace US.- ton_ and children were Saturday
built
Thor
missiles based, in EngSeveral from here attended
all 96."
night :4-Lipper guests.
land beginning next year with
church at Blond -River last week
M. Gene White and sons of
The Leningrad letter accused Skybolt air - to - ground missiles
where Bro. Jeavel Norman was
the Ministry of Health of "strain- whose delivery and nuclear war- Paducah have been visiting Mr. preaching. Bro. Norman preached
ed hurriedness" in banning the heads will be British-controlled. and Mrs. Hardy Miller sieoe. Sun- here several years ago and we
day and are returning home
preparations and it accused cerThe shift in nuclear deterrent
-enjoyed meeting hearing him
tain officials responsible for the was announced in a brief House day (Thursday).
again.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Miller and
order of "deliberate distortion of of Commons statement by DeOther •visitors and callers of
the facts with a view to strangling fense Minister Peter Thorneycroft. children returned Sunday after- the George Linvdles
Iasi week
a new method of treatment of • Thorneycroft said Britain would noon from a week's vacation at and this week were Mr. and
Mrs.
melignant diseases."
phase out the intermediate range the lake.
Roy Moody, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Mrs. Marvin Taylor of Mem- Salmon and sons and
Thors, whose nuclear warheads
Robert Hill,
The Central Committee said it
are controlled by Americans. This phis was a recent guest of rela- Raymond Tidwell, -Mr. and Mrs.
was considered expedient to pubpart of Britain's rocket deterrent tives and friends here and in A. W. Simmons, Mr. and Mrs.
lish both the Leningrad letter and
strength will be passed over to Puryear, including Mr. and Mn;. Buford -Barton and son, Mr. and
its own reply.
the U.S.-made Skybolt missiles, A. W. Simmons, Mr. end Mrs. Mrs. Dave Harmon, Otis Falwell,
George Linville, Mr. and Mrs.
"The Central Committee of the which will be equipped with
Mrs. Hardin Giles, Mrs. Lassiter
Oren Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Con- Hill,
•
C.P.S.U. (Communist Party of the British nuclear warheads.
Mrs. Glen Farthing and Dearad
Hutson,.
and
her
brother,
Mr.
The Skybolt is an air-launched
na, Mrs. James MeNaril and temittaa
Soviet Unioni does not think it
and-Allesa-Dora
Hutson.
Mrs.
passible to take upon Itself a rote -reeire4-with a 1,000-mile range. in
and Mr. and Mrs. Troll Stone. \
eon --is--refielvering very well
of judge for a probation of me- addition to having a "British •
from
an
eye
operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Aughtna Adorns
thods of treatment. Only thedical clear head—which does not reMr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor of of Paducah, 'Mr. and Mrs. Nolan
scientists are capable of deciding quire a U.S. officer in attendance
Hazel Park, Michigan visited Mr. Adams and children, Mr. and Mrs.
the rightness of using different —it will be carried by BritishNorbert Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs.
methods of treatment of diseases," built jet bombers such as Vulcan..
This will mean all-British conAlvie Thompson of Murray, Mrs.
the reply said.
Mac Wayne King and children of
"The attempts to use adminis- trol.
Louisville, Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Lamb and children were Sunday
afternoon callers of Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin Giles.

NIERS

me▪ ••••••••111.

'Co.

't 3-2621
AN CO."

DEFORMITY PILLS LOOSE—Here is the Food and Drug Administration's state-by-state(
breakdown on the number of doctors who were sent thalidomide tablets, the doer which
results in deformed babies. They were intended only for clinical testing, and now efforts ,
are being made to collect them. Their use by expectant mothers haa resulted In many
hundreds of babies being born partially or wholly limbless or with deformities, most
of them In Britain and Europe. The drug comes from West Germany
(Centra( Press)

COLUMBUS, Ohio aff'D — Club
owners in both profeseional basketball leagues today awaited the
decision by Jerry Lucas, the outstanding college basketball player
of the past -three seasons, on which
league he will play in.
Lucas, who says he is a- free
agent now that the Cleveland Pipers failed to get a franchise in
the National Basketball Association (NBA), still leans tcAvand the
American Basketball League
(A.BL) team.
The Cincinnati Royals, whom
the Ohio State University star
spurned in earlier bidding, adopted a hartde-off attitude, but let it
be known they still had an ear
open for further proposals.
Royals Vice President Tom
Grace said he was net convinced ,
Lucas was legally a free agent. 1
But he added:
"We're in the - basketball
to
and he would be a value
busine
us. And I would not neglect, let',
say, to talk to him arid I would
like to hear from Lucas if he is ,
interes-ted in playing pro ball."

SMITH-CORONA

Mies Gail Gregory returned to
her home in Wisconsin site re
month's visit with her mother,
Mrs. Clarice Gergery, grandmother, Mrs. I. E. Allbritten, aunts,
Mrs. Pauline Wilson, Mrs. Melvin
Grogan. Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher,
other relatives and flit-rids.
Ronny McCage, is -home Oil a
furlough .before being sent s,,me
place in service. Wayne Mathis
is alexia visaing home from his
station in South Carolina and
Ridetne Grogan has been in Clamp
Campbell on a 'training mitakon.
We miss these boys when they
are away andlralways glad • when
they can be at church and home.
SP

(PisGET 'EM
tol Bui) Silvey again wields
Iris persuader as town marshal of Seymore, Mo. Silvey,
89 years old end in the post
on and off for 14 years, won
111 of the town's 177 votes,
far outdistancing Jess Treat
and Jack Criechan. Salary,
$1, a month.
.
•

ROLLERDROME
THE SILVER DOLLAR,
VISIBLE FROM THE
SKATE FLOOR IS NOW
WORTH $/41.00!

ADDING MACHINES
FROM $12930

THE LEDGER Et TIMES

OFFICE SUPPLY

1

DEPARTMENT
103 N. 4th

PLaza 3-1916

"Everything For The Office"

DRY CLEAN, WA SII and DRY with

Boudoir Beauties

New Gowns And Pajamas
Fanciful And Feminine

Boone's Automatic Self Ser.

4

A nd

A $500
SIIIHT AM] BLOUSL
Guaranteed One Year

FOUR WINNERS EA CH WEEK!
REGISTER TODAY!'Details available at ,eli-,ervice Liondry . . . you may register more than once!.
Ar"`

FOUR WINNERS-EACH WEEK !
WINNERS SO FAR ARE . . .
Mrs. Clyde George, Mrs. 0. W. Barnett, Mrs. Bob Miller,
Daniel Adams, Mrs. Mary.,jantz, Mrs. Cleo Sykes, Gcla
Thompson.
WED..9:00 P.M. %Tx- rim -- NOON
TUES.- NOON
SAY.° 7- PIA.
Youngest
tied after
A WALTZ GOWN of sheer over tricot has
handcut roses appliquad on the bodice.

SUSAN BARDEN

1.

)p

•
OP

No Refunds

emp-

* 40 WASHERS ‘41-16 DRYERS * 4 DRY CLEANERS
* 2 HAIR DRYERS

THESE AMUSING St. Tropes pajamas
feature ruffles, hipster pants, bare midriff..
/(•'

girl over four will pick the winner from box—box
each event.

folitt41410.4

rot* ladles who prefer pa.
AN AURA of-Yritlf.femin- fabrics that are available.
inity has entered the boudoir
Designed 'with low-cut neck. jamas for the year round
this season and this look seems Tines and without sleeves, these there are new versions that.
,
gehretons.
to have _real/teed tositered-ealleien fashiontritre'Renglitftilly ,MPS-IPOWellafttriamt
lounge and sleepwear for the coot and comfortable.
Some are trimmed with
sun•m01- months.
The colors are delightfully flowers or decorated ribbons;
Besides their romantic mood, refreshing and include soft others go in for contrasting
the steles are also very_ ruse. shades of blue, lime, apricot satin touches, and ruffles are
tical for v‘arrli nights because and pink as well as the always seen on many both with and
they are made of the sheerest popular white and egg slug. wtbniLt ban Ittldritta.

Attendant On Duty 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Except Sat. 7:00 p.m.

One/ AUTOMATIC :ILL, 3LAVN b 1
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
--1-a
•
Xarsee
SOMETHING NEW Irs Uas palik o' Dec pajamas. Pedal.

AIR CONDITIONED

kit_ta
.4 are*Nat tunika s PEW! &911.11.1,020

'

3th.& Main

PAVED PARKING LOT
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City.Ordinance

Kentucky except for a few localities.
The eastern half of the state
had generally adequate moisture
and very sow crop prospects,
with the outlook good for an
excellent corn crop in northern
and eastern Kentucky.
Yields from the late crop in
western Kentucky maybe reduced niaterially If rain is not receivLOUISVILLE (UPI) — The con- ed soon, the report said, but most
dition of crops in Kentucky was acreage had pressed the crucial
leported generally good, but spot- pollination stage Jbefore the severe
ty, today with a definite need for dry spell.set in.
more rain in most of western
Tobacco was reported in relaKentucky.
tively good condition, but yellowThe weekly report of the Ken- ing prematurely iii
some western
tucky Crop and Livestoek Report- sections. Half the
crop is three
_mkt
topsoil
Service
nesietnre ter*. or nwsee-'tafl-,,,, vuttii,g wilt
was generally short in western have to start
soon if dry weather

Condition Of
State Crops .
Said Good

ORDINANCE NUMBER 388. BE- , thence East Parallel with the
ING AN,.ORDINANCEDECLARe North lines of the Southeast
1NG THE NEED, NECESSITY, quarter of Section 34, Township
DESIRABILITY, AND INTEN- 2, Range 4 East and the SouthTION OF THE CITY OF MUR- west quarter of Section 35,
RAY, KENTUCKY, TO ANNEX Township 2, Range 4 East to a
• r CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS TER- point on the East right-or-ay
RITORY TO THE CITY OF HUR- of Kentucky Highway No. 121e
RAY, KENTUCKY; AND AC- thence Novel and Northwest to:
T H E the Southeast corner of the pre-i
DEFINING
CURATELY
OF THE TER- sent City Limits.
BOUNDARII
- ITY OF MUR- 3. Beginning at a point on the
RITORY WHICH C
prcesent City Limits on North
RAY, KENTUCKY, PROPOSE
18th Street and the South rightTO ANNEX.
•
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE ' of-way of College Farm Road;
thence-West with the South,
--"C01111MON • 3OUNC-Ile--011e—
'
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, right-of-Way of College Farm!
ast•-"q
, 1, Road to a point South of the;
AS FOLLOWS:
NW • 4...11, 4114••••••■••M •iipe- or
••••••••••••
SECTION I. That It is needful, Southwest corner of Roberts,
•••••
p
Subdivision; thence•
necessary, and desirable that the, Rickman
t BEAUTTFITL KENTUCKY LAKE a wide choice of accommodations, too
lands lying North with the West property
described
following
e,
cotfully-equipped
Ken—comfortabl
southwestern
in
STATE PARK
adjacent -and continguous to the line of the Roberts, Rickman
Aucky offers a fun-filled vacation all tages, the Kenlake Hotel and a modern
Subdivision to the Northwest
present boundary limits of the
year round. Horseback riding is a tent camping and trailer area with
City of Murray, Kentucky, be an-I corner of the Roberts, Rickman
'popular summer sport, along with fish-' central service building. A paved air-'
flexed to said City of Murray, Subdivision; thence East with
ing. water skiing. motorboating and strip permits private plane owners to
Kentucky, and become a part the North property line of Robfly
to
directly
the
park.
near
Located
A
lake.
1S4-mile-long
:sailing on the
erts, Rickman Subdivision to the
thereof, to-wit:
the
of
68,
Ky.
U.S.
80
intersection
and
over.
pool
'sand beach and a modern
point on pre- 1 present City Limits,
a
at
Beginning
1.
Ky.
94,
14
miles
from
approximately
''looking the lake appeal to swimmers.
SECTION II. That it is the inI sent city limits located on the
cellent catches of crappie. leIge- Benton, Ky., the park is on 2flairl
right-of-way of North 16th tention of City of Murray, KenWest
—— :mou.th and striped bass and catfish are routes of auto travel.
• Street; thence North with the tucky, to annex to City of Murlake. Vacationers have
taken from the
West right-ot-seay of North 16thl ray, Kentucky, so as to become
_
part thereof, the territory deStreet to the Northwest corner
of the Southwest quarter of I scribed in SECTION I hereof.
SECTION III. That Ordinance
Section 22, Township 2, Range
4 East: thence East with North No. 384 heretofore adopted by
knes of the Southwest and the Common Council of Murray,
Southeast quarters of Section 22, Kentucky, is hereby repealed.
•
ellIf MAN Osamu*
Passed on the first reading on
Townehip 2, Range 4 East to
a 4111 Illd &eft of Sektfectilig. 9111/eil
hostess role del%
6 inches West the 20th day of July, 1962.
feet
247
point
a
your
setUDS
and cie
will find one of tbem. to serve
Ts7rffle the seasoned borne.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor, City of
of the East section line of Sec'N.•
table.
,
Soaker, for practice has per. aHöVa Tour Entertaining
tion 22, Township 2, Range 4 Murray, Ky.
ThebOtadlligilatinfV80
.
Sorted her technique. But en- queue?. very leelpfe‘
East; thence South 627 feet to ATTEST:
4.' raise quiz., email
tertaining is apt to toss both
Stanford Andrus, City Clerk
a point parallel with the east
All
Tells
into
teen-agers and new brides
A-9-C
True Or False?,'hici•line of Section 22, Township 2,
OW
Nits
at
covert
It
a panic.
trIeS.
Here are &feel
4 East; thence East OSP feet
'
Range
inviissue
to
how
tells
?natters,
are
there
both,
BaPPlly for
teens from it for those who
six inches to a point parallel with
two new booklets available tations, make introduction*
want to put their entertaining
the North lines of the Southeast
parties.
-home
at
plan
and
the
m
courses
that offer quick
etiquette to a test.
quarter of Section 22, Township 2, Range 4 East and the
1. The host and hostess
Continued from Pee* One
-•
Southwest quarter of Section death as she had been queit of
shotaci be ready to receive their
at
East;
giests in the living room
23, Township 2, Range 4
her life.
least five minutes before the
thence South parallel with the
She was born out of wedlock
hour at which guests have been
West, line of the Southwest June I. 1926, in Los Angeles Geninvited.
quarter of Section 23, Town- eral Homer& Her father, a Dan2. At dinner, the hostess
ship 2, Range' 4 East to the ish immigrant named Mortensen.
with
Marts the conversation
Southeast corner of the Murray disappeared with Marilyn's two
the man at her left: the host
Cemetery; thence East parallel half sisters before she was born.
right.
s-Ith the Woman at his
with Chestnut Street to a point .
Raised in iFostor Swum
on the East right-of-way of -U.S.
Hostess' Signal
eeselve days after her birth,
SUPER RIGHT
South
thence
641;
Highway No.
and with the name of Norma
3. The hostess sirtals her
of
right-of-way
with the East
Jeane Baker, she was fanned out
guests to leave the table by
US. Highway No. 641 to a point to a foster home, one of many
pushing back her chair, standNorth
297 feet north of the
she was to know during her foring up and slowly moving
right-of-way on Chestnut Street; mative years.
away from the table.
or
thence East parallel with Chest4. In introducing oneself. one
But at the age of 8. when the
should be extremely careful to
nut Street to a point 290feet mother suffered a collapse. little
BRAUNSCHWEIGER
avoid using -Mr." or "Mrs." or
East of the center of 'L., & N. R. Norma Jeane was placed in an
By the Piece
any other title.
R. right-of-way; thence South orphanage.
If yoe've answered true to
parallel with L. & N. R. It.
When she reached 10 Marilyn
all four questions. rate 'yourright-of-way to the West right- again was sent packing to a sucself "E" for Efficiency in the
Industrial. Road; cession of foster homes where she
of-way on
Etiquette of Entertaining:
thence South with the West worked for her meager
BOLOGNA SLICED lb. 49e
For Teesi-Arnrs
right-of-way on Industrial Road
•
inate.A
16 she escaped the drudgery
on
-way
nght-of
to the North
The second booklet. "You're
of foster home life by 'marrying RED SEAL
No. 94; aircraft worker James Daugherty,
Highway
Kentucky
Fintertaining", is designed just
North
thence East with the
for teen-agers. and they're sure
Sow a Los Angeles policeman.
right-of-way on Kentucky High- Their stormy union lasted only
to find it helpful.
of
seal
Mom will rive her
way No. 94 to a point North of four years before Marilyn sought
approval, too, for it concludes
the Northeast corner of the dis- a divorce.
teen
with a rern.nder to the
Iposal plant property; thence
Admitted /Calendar 'Pose
hostess and her pals to leave
South with the East property
She played a supporting role in
to
and
everething shipshape
line of the despoical plant pro- "Asphalt
Jungle" and ehcirtle
clean up any signs of party
perty to the Southeast corner thereafter burst to fame by adchaos.at the dieperol plant property; mitting she had posed in the nude
The booklet covers the hostruted calendar.
U.S. No. 1 Cobbler
-thence West with the South fur a widely-distib
discusses
roar'
o
w
/t
ess bt thoroughly,
property line of the dis-posalI
20th Century-Fox Studios signed
menus,
Invitations, decorations
I
present
the
and
plant property to
her to a long-term contract
care and handling of guests
Marilyn Monroe was launched as
City Limits.
and party budgeting.
2. Beginning at a point on the a
Since community parties are
nrcAt Paper co.
super-star.She starred in six pictures in
present City Limits and West
popular meth the younger set.
TO MAKE eommunity party a success a I-A.w booklet
16th 1952, Including "Niagara," and
on South
right-of-way
th 're, a chapter on how to
adirlaes teens to appoint committees and get then: working:
Street; thence Smith with the "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." In
West right-of-way WI South 16th 1953 it was "How to Marry a
Street to a point West of the Millionaire" and "River of Na
South right-of-way of Glendale Return.:- By now her fan mail
Road; thence Lest and North- Was pouring in at 5,000 letters a
east with the South right-of-way week.
ke her popularity grew Marion Glendale Road to the Waft
property line of Whitnell Estates lyn's personal dispair increased
In 1954 she married former
Subdivision; thence South with
Crisp 24 Size
I
the West property line of the New York Yankee star Joe DiWhitnell Estates Subdivision to Maggio—for nine months. In asksaid they
. the South property line of the ing for a divorce she
about"
Dawn H e gn ts Subdivision; "had nothing to talk
Convinced her career was founthence East with the South promarried playperty line of” Dawn Heights dering, the actress
June 29,
Subdivision to a point on East wright Arthur Miller
years
right-of-way on US. Highway 1958. and spent almost two
with her huehand
No. 641; thence North with East living quietly
and New York
right-of-way on US. Highway in Connecticut
She also studied at the Actors
No. 641 to a point 1287 feet
to improve her performanSouth of the North line of the Studio
Southeast quarter of Section 34. ces.
•
Then in 1958 she returned triTownship 2. Range 4 Eat;
umphantly to Hollywood to star
in her greatestsuccess, "Some
Like-It Hot."
Made ,Two Flops
U was followed in 1960 by two
Make
flops, "Let's
disastrous
Love" and "The Misfits." Shortly
after 'The Misfits," her last film
was completed she flew to Mexico
to divorce Miller and returned to
New Yerk City alone.

continues...ea some areas.
Pastures were reported,,becorning very abort in western parts of
the state, but they looked like
early June in northern Kentucky.

PAINTER SUFFERED BITE

NEW YORK IND -- A 62-yearold housepainter wishes Mayor
Robert Wagner had taken his pet
Yorkshire terrier along on his
European vacation.
The painter, Pat Arini110, went
to the, basement of Gracie Mansion Monday to do some retouching. Wagner's dog, Vinnie, bit Arinillo in the left leg so severeezqutred holpItal treat.11

ly

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

WHOLE

Marilyn • • •

LB.

Cut-Up, Split or Quartered
BOLOGNA

SUPER RIGHT

SKINLESS
WIENERS
ALL MEAT

2-11, pkg.8

CHARCOAL BRIQUETS

oaf..

aa

- lb.31t

ALL GOOD

SLICED
BACON.
9-1b pkg.900
SUPER RIGHT .. lb. 511e

BAG

2° 3

110

99c

JANE PARKER, Lemon or Apricot

PIES save 16c 39!

POTATOES 1
GLAZED DONUTS
25-lbs.9V

WIL \

•

SAVE.4t

JANE PARKER

d"

W HITE BEAUTY

Shortening

3 LB CAN

35c
53c•

American or Pim.

CHED-O-BIT

LETTUCE 1 CHEESE FOOD

2i 69c
lids. 29
CHERRIES 4 cans 69c
RED SOUR PITIED

16-oz.

SHOP AND SAVE
In urray s New A&P

I.

12th STREET and JOHNSON BLVD.

•,
40-FOUND BORN
— A 40-pound
HOUSTON
camel described by superintend-,
ent Tom Baylor as "a ball of fur
with a scancy looking head carefully balanced on four skinny
stickt" was born Monday in the
Houston Zoo.
It was the first camel to be
born at the toe. A name will have
to wait until the baby's • sex is
determined.

a•
General roods
Melees new kocklet,
lioNtrss DtVER TABLE a last-minute check. She should be ready,
arrival Urns.
and waiting to' greet her guests at least a good five mlnut.es before the

arrange them that eureests
thi se three setre's for Sul cf•55:
I. Atrange for a hostess or
eo-hfaitesses who accept respunsibility in the planning.
preparation and budgeting of
'
the
•
•-•
•011Presereleeeke
e eery ee1ntni4 tilt•
2. Ge
Member named and int4 the
• act prom-TU.1y, so each shires
in the jun *id no er.e's overhardened.

partr.

It. Wee before the
make sure ecetipment is in
order and that you know how
to operate lights, amplifying
system and other facilities;
4, have games arid special
9,
n•tiviteee in, mind to keep
seise- Lb*
Ireeete trtiCeeettedprogram lige '
Handy 'Fie Have
Both bcxeceee are bendy to
have for they provide quick
answers to q.lestiorui commun-

-

ly eske4 about entertaining.
Both are avaelable free Of
charge.
If you'd like to know how
to obtain 'How's Your Meeror "You're
Veiling Etiquette
Entertaining-, seed your in„ewe
.neereaced
atainped `erineteee to 9194•
tens of tete newspaper for
the twines and addressee of
the -companies from ithich
thcy are available.

FOREIGN ORDERS DECLINED
BONN (UPS — West German inSHADOW OF DEATH—OW
dustry received 18 per-cent fewrobbery
murders!
victed
er foreign orders the first, half
, Paul Crump. 32, calmly Leads
1982- then---44 -41d- dab*
the Bible in"hfe Chkatb
eime pentad last year. aeoperding
while awaiting Gov. Otto el
Kernees clemency decialeelj • to 'the Economics Ministreshere.
A ministry report issued Tuesonly a few hours away from
day said domestic orders in the
Pie electric chair. Crump4
had won 14 stays of execue
same period increased 2.1- per
non Mace the 1953 crime. fie
cent.

25 Prizes'Given Away,Including 19-Inch
Phileo Portable TV Set!!
No Purchase. Required. Register on every visit to the new Murray A&P —
winners will be notified by mail.

J'rices In This Ad Effective Thru Wednesday, Aygust 8
•

iV

) toad tores

•

SINCE ISS•
alallICA'S 91/1119/11111 MOO IIIIRCNANT

Store Hours
Mon. thru•Fri.
11
•
8
Saturdays ..
8 a.m. - 8 p.m..
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V SELL TRADERENT HIRE lHELP "

FOUND

LUST - Pair child s ;lasses Sattirday. afternoon in the vicnity of
Ross Feed Mill on Walnut St.
A-8-C
If found call PL 3-5033.

:EKED SITE

- A 62-yearwishes Mayor
d taken his pet
along on his

LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new
and used mobile homes, all sized,
bee us before you trade
A.:275C

I Arinillo, went
of Gracie ManJ some retuu:hVinnie, bit Arleg so severe-,g„
I hospital treat-41

-2 bed room, dining room, kitchen, den. Located on dkoioe lot on
Hazel Highway.
* NEW LISTING - Comfortable 2
SMALL GARDEN TRACTOR With bedroom, full basement, /sage lot.
plow, disc, cultivate. See Bobby
South Highway near city limits.
Coles, 41 miles from city lamas on
See this one at $7500.00.
Hazel Highway or call 492-25150.
ACRE well located farm just
tine 60
outside of Murray I d••1 for
LON& S"PAR run-about llogfa_gt. .country ,home.
cost minus freight. See them now CHOICE BUILIMI•G lots on So.
at Enix Sporting Goods and Gift 16 - College Terrace Drive - &
A-7-C Lockloman Drive.
Shop, ConcOrd Road.
Claude L. Miller
P H I LC0 AUTOMATIC Electric
Real Keehate & Inourance
range, 2 Danish living room tables.
PL 3-5064 Phones PL 3-3059
Priced to sell. Call PL 3-5589,
A-8-C

L

NOTICE

"11HE ROLUERDROME" has th
/mat -haw Monday states open fora Private Party ...Call PL 3-34394
or PL 3-9103 for reservation. A9C
IHIE ROAD TO HONG KONG"
starts Sunday at the Murray Drive'n Theatre starring Bing Crosby
rid B013 Hope picture ...Is first
un in Murray, Kentucky A 9-C
SI PER DAY RENTAL for Elec.
Carpet Shiunpooer with purchase of Blue Lustre. Crass Furniture Company.
A-&C

FOR

SALE

I

NEW LISTING - 4 bedroom,
full basement, gas 'forced au heat
choice lot. l0 so. 1414th. St. Full
price $11,000.00.
NEWLISTING - Beautiful brick

CH 7-9066

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

yery clean 2-bedroom

DIRECTORY

trailers

10 x 47 Elcar

$2895

42'

Schult

2295

374-

Dream Home

1695

27'

Ledger & Times

Inott

Drugs

PL 3-2541

INSURANCE

lb. 31V

FL 3-1915

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND 3ERVICE
Ledger b Tunes
Pi. 3-1915
USED AUTO PARTS

Pewee, Melugin & Holton
Gen Insurance
PL 3-341:

General

1595

$175

low as

1

i

DENTAL AMMIll•TAN Tue
NEEDED
Ste ir,,In ..,,n,.,.. aura 114-510. a.
Drina!
F all Or to II r lime training. VAIroll ;Joe fin all urt.
ine• prink r courser.
F REF. empl.n men( scrs e. High
Karte
'thou(
inf....mat Ian, •

SHE'LL HAVE ABORTION SOMEWHERE ELSE-MIS Sherri f•

bine, who tears a thalidomide-deformed baby will be burn
to tier, looks a bit drawn as she is kissed by son Stevie, 4,
in her Ptitiernx,---Aret.; •home. &inee-55 PHD•0144 -004104-teeasd
thumbs down on an abortion for her, slat will go elsewhere.

WANTED

N. Y. MAWS - Ton -Wages Best
Homes, Tickets Sent. Liegcst .oldest NY Agcy. Write GEM, 35 Liucoln, Rosiyn Ills, NY.

- CROSSWORD- PUZZLE
ACROSS
1ilgh card
4-Nuts of scale
5-Selected
1 -Frolicked
13-10 bekall
15-While
16- S.Mi; plant

CARD OF THANKS

DI,log addriao, orcusial;ttt
1.4eiohour number.
.1gln sillier Institute
1; Mortar, 5.).

Fur foil
Mo.

U.S.

tiloilms-

- HITF:
SI
, lit
IIVAT CI. Si

We wish to express our deepest appreciation to our relative,.
friends and neighbors for the
flowers, food and' sympathy rereived in the illness and death of
our loved one Ehner Wilkinson.
We extend our thanks to the
ell. Churchill lunera Home. The
Drs. Houston and Ammons. The
preachers Rev. Harold Lassiter
-and Rex Gcon Penick for their
kind words of *fnpathy. Also the
pallbearers and the choir. May
our prayCod ties -one and-ail
ers,

114,1111114i t,o.
Iii ias
age
al
number.
N EIGHT 54'110411., ile 11.K Wilt %I.
NI HSI NI.
Slur re. • I...nark)

The Family

SAM

RAYBURN4,1

tt-Cullect

for
Mi/li tutu
23 Sir...inee

SEPT. 16-The Post Office
Department unveiled thlsdesign in Washington for a
Sam Rayburn eoasfmemoralive, to go on sale in the late i)

marl

in history.

Learn Practical Nursing

THREE BEDR()Ort, modern brick
home. Water beater, dish washer, electricallly heated, near college, available now. Telephone
753-3559 after 7:00 p. in. A-6-C

-17
D

DaM
GERAIDINE THAYER

TESTS!
Men-women, 111-52. Start htgh
as $102.00 a week. Preparatory
training until appointed. Thousands of Jobs open.
.Experience. usually. unneceseery. FREE information on jobs,
salaries,. requirements.. Write
TODAY giving name, address
and. phone.. Lincoln. Service,
Sex 61,

4.115leveloftesfiense hy

-- IN 10 WEEKS -worn of all oan a it I'. or 0;thou' MODERN SCHOOL OF,
iii, ...lava! into Ateft• ran 110. rainy PRACTICAL NURSING
re. merrily, penalise a rttl t•..... kin
racer '• 2-edger & Times - Box 32-1
movet that our graduate.
%tram in Murray, Kentucky
I. a abort:oar Air l•rartlral
.1ri a. %au are needed a.. rInctorri
•li, SAM"
is
...Nikon, in clinic.,
air dui). ell% I-rn, as...a:nice a ;Ili f'ITT
sTATE
: t
rknosi
Ott,rrinnt in 'ear local arra. ror rti.P11
TELEPItoIna
sidiaiskusi mail. VON'
if tprtit.ot °la
sulsohr
M A arrEn -t--E'
poet

5

.... 6

DOW N

•

S?-Siot,g.iiitn
weight
59-b!•enbol tee •
ritherou iii
611-Fren•-h. for •
NI -To perform
8

9

:" • 18
22
2

2.'
32 .

_
thoi?"
ly otivlospi to me that's what
krtaw ab
Cas
Wok for riapperied , otherwise. how do
-1,-,r.eo
ICIF1CAtISE the iloolgot was In 4 'Yeeourelbr•i/k irVe didn't just go Volt explaintwocoropietely
ner eyes. Judie Pendleton
the mi.mlight as i separate tncidents aimed at
couldn't identity the rider at Walking
first ('hen she sae. mm raise told you And their- the next Julie?" • "I'm trying to puzzle out
his nand and wave and she knew day when Big Blue shipped me,
said.
Fallon
things,"
Casey came along and helped these
It was Britt Fabian.
''Suppose •thos two attempts
She looked somewhat wildly me."
"You don't think he had any- made upon Miss Julie's life-it
In the direction Casey Jeffries
hail taken 'Out he was out of thing to do with setting these „that's what they actually were
-happened to be aimed at
sight and the cloud iii ultra he'd things up?"
"No, Britt. I'm certain he someone else?"
Created had already settled back
"But I was alone," Julif s.ant
didn't. He was cur cerned over
on the dirt road.
"Not quite," Fallon said with
"What have yoti been doing?" the events of the night before
Britt asked. "Worshipping the and he was watching me when a 'Smile.
"Lieutenant, I was alone-".
Big Blue refused the jump.
son 7"
"Big Blue was present. in both
"I've been riding afound look- Casey was only trying tto help."
"Then he a my friend tor .111e. Instances."
ing at the trees and the grass
Britt whistled sharply and Ira
and the foals in the lowet pas I haven't felt kindly , toward
him Julie - lye a feeling flea Slapped the top of his desk.
Lure," Julie replied.
• "Several friends phoned me to been trying to cut m on me, but Julie still didn't understand.
were
two attempts
"The
say they were nappy starlit us, from nere on, he's my friend
rtify also said they called Why didn't he go to the police airmal at Big Blue, not you Miss
Julie," Lieutenant Fallon slid.
you, but nobody was home. I with. this'!"
"He was afraid. Dad had so "At west. W. • theory that
was a bit worried, so I rode
much on his mind, this would seems to hold up because we
•
over."
have a motive."
She was certain now lie had only upset him."
"Vogel," Ira said. "Big Blue
"Well, he a probably right, hut
no idea Casey had been there
and she made up het mind not we're not going to take any squeezed him arid this was nis
to tell him She also determined chances. I've a friend on the way of getting back."
-With never • thought that
to let him Know the full truth police torte who'll know what to
do about this."
Jul4 would be hurt, too."
of what nad happened.
• • •
"1m glad you rode out, dara. don't think a man like
ft moment's
ling," sne saId. "Let's go back
ETE('T I V E lai uteoant Fal- WWI would give
vcry
Uni going to tell
thought to anything but hurtion sta. a middle-aged man.
you about a deliberate attempt
ing the gorse. A dummy in the
lean and nard, with sharp eyes
stall would make Big Blue rear
to harm me."„
and an easy manner that Julie
up, kick out and In the con,He drew his frisky horse up
sensed was most deceptive.
fined space of the stall, posshort. 41firm you? What are
"I've talked to some of the
sibly hurt himself. When that
you talking about'?"
stableboys." he told Julie, her
didn't happen, Vogel could have
"The, night of the country
father and Britt, "and I was
switched the straw at ..hat pimp,
club dance someone pot a dumtold Big Blue squeezed one of
of water, then
my in Big Blue's still. I went your men, Mr. Pendleton. Hard hosed the pit
posted himself somewhere to see
In to remove it and someone
enough to put him 1n,the hospiBig Blot possibly break A leg."
closed the stall door. Big Blue
tal."
"Vogel would do that," Britt
did his best to squeeze me."
Vogel,"
Duke
would
be
"That
"You're sure?"
said positively.
"lie
said.
wasn't
Pendleton
afraid you're right,
"I'm
"Yes, and it didn't stop there. Ira
of a hand around horses, Britt," said ire.
I rode Big Blue out the next much
to stay
him
warned
I'd
anyway.
day to pimp him over a pit'full
Julie felt limp. "That must
stall."
be It, There's no Other answer:,of straw instead of water, but out of that
said, "spent
Fallon
"Vogel,"
someone bad remerekt the straw
I'm so gratef uI, Lieutenant Faldays in the hospital get- lon."
and put the water back.' Big three
They fixed
treated.
ribs
his
ting
Blue shipped me. I could have
"Well, It's still just a theory
up the ribs fine for him, but
been badly hurt." hunch, but it makes more
fixed
anybody
think
"Who did It?" Britt said in a don't
sense than you being the Inwhich
dispositkin,
was
Vogers
Voice hot with fury.
tended vtetlm, Miss Jolle.
crusty, to put It mildly."
"1 don't know."
send out an order to pick up
"But why shouto he take It Vogel, and you might warn your
"Then why?"
I'm not sure of that, either. out on Julie?" Britt asked.
stahlehards to keep an eye out
"That's what- I'm getting at, for him."
Saw a horse riinnuig aroma('
our track the night Of the dancie. Britt.- Fallon closed the note"Thank you," Ira said. "It
I thought the horse ran•,and book in which he'd been writing
was a splendid but of thinking."
looked like gotindbrook, but, I derails of the incidents. "Now,
"Well, I've got to be (air and
know now I was wrcng. Still. Miss Julie. Your seeing that
admit that Britt - more Of leen
someone Wanted me to think It horse that night of the dance
gave me the Idea. He said there
was Stoundbrook, because I is' something which could be
dias no reason for any attempts
found Boundbrook had been run easily explained if you could
on Julie's life and it had to he
find the people who were runhard"
aimed at someone else. 1 thought
"Let's go," Britt said abrupt- ning the horse. It wouldn•t be
of the horse, the pieces fell into
the first time someone had aply,
place and that's all detective
"Where? Britt, What are you propriated the use of a private
work Is. A matter of eliminatraining track to time a horse."
going Ur do?"
and luck."
"I'm •sure it was as harmless tion
"Two things - talk to your
• father about It and call the as that," Julie said. ,"I simply
A seemingly tanoorn1 goesdon't understand wpy seeing It
police."
"All right, Britt: I think we'd would mean I had to be Injured firm stir, suspicion anew, Con•
ttnile the story to a climax
or even
b^tt er"
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THE
L HO
NEIGHBORS
WON'T START
THROWING
THINGS
AT HIM

MY DOG- 15
HOWLING' AT
THE MOON
AGAIN

I DON'T
WANT HIM
To GET
HURT

by Al

LIL' ABNER

D

16-oz.

Dre Hours
n._thru Fri.

NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press International
The Atlas Mountains in northwest Altic• cover a distance of
1,500 mIles, traversing Morocco.
Algeria and .,Tunisia.

NANCY

I HOPE IT'S CLEAR -0
YOU,WALTER,THAT COI\ITINUALLN/ DIGGING UP

Lep.

IF YOU'RE- DETERMINEDJ
ON THIS COURSE OR
ACTICN -LETS DO IT
iSCIENTIFICALLY,WITH
THIS GRENADE!!• r
FORGIVE ME,
M`i CHIEF,','

US NOTHING
PA.NI FOR OUR PAINS —
ATI THAT sl'OU PAVE
DEVISED A MUCH C
SHREWDER PLAN TO
GET "RI BS"FINKNAGLEff

-G-z-rs

THE POLICE CHIEF'S
PANSY BED---

1.,••••••••••••

.
de

ABB1E AN' SLATS -..."4P

.

ge"

NO; YOU V/EREN SANSVIED
SCARRING N.V FACt FOR LIFE.
YOU HF,4D TO TRY TO MURDER
PRE SO ThiPT YOU
COULDjt.E JOHN
AND COLLECT
EBENE ZER
FREEZE'S
LEGACY

here tomorrow.
•••••

•••••••-aaa

•

4

•

I

WHAT ARE You
GOING TO Dr, -e

.•

....It

.
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MEMORIES AND A
LEDGER & TIMES
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3
17

homes
66-S)mbol for
selenium
67-Porm

s-ae

ti01:4?.

Answer to Yesterday's P zee

5-To decorat•
6-Tidier
7- Flo-lama lion
8-Foreboding
9-Closed car
10-Finish
12-Symhol for
valeium
14 -Symbol for
tantalum
17-lievelver
20-Resort
24-Short Jacket
:nit mound
o;-'rii leave out
2s-Ia vietroloua
29-Footwear
3 -Sly look
.
32- l•roelamairon
Rimhel
36- Alan's
mountain
blekiiame
rival
3?- 4:x imitgera
a,
42- Mayans
' SI -1.:111141,4yed
44-1/pertwork
55-l'art of face
• fabric
56-River In
te-i-uttie mrter
Siberia
48- Classifies

re.ientiy
25-Thlir strip of
wood
31-6iiiielbar
33-Vale of seal*
.'nviotin
/4-1
35-1ilatIve metal
-.711-rrailitkuers
. coin
39-lircoosit
40- Faroe
Oa 4
2 3
1
Islands
.P.:
hirlw
41471rFs name
2
I
41-linintets
4S flitter vetch
15 '
'' 6
47-To 'relate
50-14ymbol for
tellurium
11120 121
of
Germany
23
53-Large ea0k
SC-.%d5tiuuistra.
tive distr1ct
29 30
of Sv.e.len
54-141th>1
35
• 35
50-Therelore
61 -To trade
63- 11111.1,
141

House Speaker's home towb../
of Bonham, Tex.. Sept.-I&
anniversary
That's the 27r.
of his election' as House
speaker, a post he held 17
ye.us, longer than any other

ltp

U S CIVIL SERVICE

FOR RENT

of

I,terature
19-Thtitgs, in
last

A-15C

.'stray Auto Salvage - Hazel hd. 4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON S. 12th
'arts For All Models - PL 3-3751 St., 2 baths, half basement, drapes

•

— %AIM IK N EEIJGI/
711.%1N I-till
N t4.k ilk' r
DOT F;I.
oredtaritrot14,
couplet.
von, u
rd. Utak rerninga. High .1 htiol education 111.t atereaaary. Mori, iiir•oriialse rot;r.e. Donee tine training. tar
Dolorosa t I ow
In KITE
it

14E1.0-

Pl. 3-101$

PRINTING

PL 3-1916 Ledger & Tunes

DRUG STORE&

•

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger & Times

j

111.14.-

3 14edroorn trailers as

ADDING MACHINES
and TYPEWRiTERS
Sales & Service

WANTED TO RENT

—
UNIPURNESIHND two bedroom duplea at 1207 Poplar Street. Phone THREE BEDROOM House. If you
A4V. have one available, please telePI. 3-1896.
A-6-C
phone PLaza 3-5678.
Business Opportunities "

MATTHEWS
TRAILER SALES
Mayfield

pusINEss

furnished, 2 -bedrooms carpeted
and steVs. Phone -1,11., 3-3378. tie

by Rashers Vs.,. Bores
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THE I:EDGER & TIMES — MURRAY'
. KENTUCKY
Ainimmimmire

MONDAY — AUGUST 6. 1962
OMNI

a=1E11110

WE ARE
PLEASED
44

ms DOOR...
4,

TO THE TAP PAN.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Murray Fabrics Inc.

Peoples Bank

Superior Ldry.&Cleaners

Triangle Inn

Parker Popcorn Co.

Murray Ins. Agency

•

WE ARE DELIGHTED YOU CAME - VISIT US AGAIN SOON
••••

•eel

--‘,..4..!.iperr:—•-Jsrosnososi002.0*0041' _1113.1jftl.

